Beach Bolster
Hoop Size: 5x7 or 6x14

SUPPLY LIST














Cut away mesh stabilizer
Wash away mesh stabilizer
505 Adhesive Spray
Ruler
Rotary cutter
80/12 or 90/14 sharp embroidery and sewing
needles
Embroidery thread, sewing thread, and bobbin
thread
Embroidery nips (or small scissors)
3—22mm or smaller buttons (per sham)
Fray check
X-Acto blade
¾” bias tape maker tip OR a Simplicity Bias
Tape Maker with a ¾” tip (if you have one)
1—5” x 14” OR 6” x 16” Bolster Pillow Form

FABRIC LIST FOR EITHER SHAM







½ yd of 93” wide high loft quilter’s batting
½ yd of fabric for the ocean sections
½ yd of fabric for the sand sections
¼ yd of fabric for the sashing
1¼ yds of trim for the ends of the pillow
Scraps of fabric for the umbrella - Optional

COPYRIGHT INFORMATION
Sharing is Stealing! All digitized designs and
instructions are copyrighted by Shelly Smola
Designs and are only for use by the person who
originally purchased the designs. Digitized
designs are not to be shared, swapped, duplicated or sold in any way. Designs in their
stitched out form can be used on personal
items, gifts and items for resale on a small
scale. The digitized design itself remains the
property of Shelly Smola Designs. Please help
Shelly continue to offer quality designs at reasonable prices by following copyright laws.
Beach Bolster

THESE SHAMS FITS A 5” X 14” OR
6” X 16” BOLSTER PILLOW.

RESOURCES

 www.shellysmola.com
 Embroidery Snips
 www.allstitch.net
 Cut away stabilizer: Sheer Stitch White
“Diagonal Mesh” No-Show Cut Away Stabilizer
 Wash away mesh stabilizer: Vilene
 505 Adhesive Spray
 Embroidery thread
 Needles
 www.quiltersdreambatting.com
 Quilters Dream Batting: Quilters Dream Puff
 www.amazon.com
 5” x 14” Bolster Pillow Forms
 6” x 16” Bolster Pillow Forms
 www.joann.com
 6” x 16” Bolster Pillow Forms
 Fiberfill
www.shellysmola.com
shelly@shellysmola.com
www.myfairladydesigns.com
myfairladydesigns@hotmail.com
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